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Circonix Technologies Partners with Fulton Machinery to Provide Turnkey Solutions
Ringwood, New Jersey, Septtember 2005 - Circonix Technologies LLC, a leading systems integrator in the
web conveyance industry, has announced that is partnering with Fulton Machinery in order to provide
complete electrical and mechanical solutions for clients.
Circonix continues to commit to its mission of superior engineering, high quality systems and outstanding
customer service. In order to maintain this standard of excellence, Circonix continues to align with partners
having the same model of distinction.
Fulton Machinery is committed to serving Papermaking and the Paper, Film and Foil Converting Industries.
Fulton Machinery focuses on the modification and integration of new components into existing process and
converting lines to enhance performance and add new capabilities to existing equipment.
The partnership of Circonix Technologies and Fulton Machinery provides customers with a complete electrical
and mechanical turnkey solution. Circonix Technologies LLC has over 15 years of experience in coordinated
drives and controls systems and process knowledge in the web handling and converting industry, both
domestically as well as worldwide. Fulton Machinery has a staff of skilled professionals with over 25 years
of experience in the design, supply, installation and start up of equipment in the Paper, Film and Foil
Converting and Papermaking Industries. The combination of these skill sets allows customers to interface with
one contractor who can provide a complete electrical and mechanical solution, eliminating communication
failures and delivering an all-inclusive project plan.
Andre Icso, President of Circonix Technologies, and Bernhard Plato, President of Fulton Machinery see this
partnership as beneficial for both businesses as well as customers. “Fulton Machinery has the skill set and
mechanical expertise to enhance and compliment our engineering capabilities. Together we provide a
strong solution base, which many other systems integrators can not offer,” states Mr. Icso.
For additional information regarding Fulton Machinery, contact Mr. Bernhard Plato at
(315) 598-1101 or email at bernhardplato@fultommachinery.com.

Circonix, headquartered in Ringwood, New Jersey provides technically advanced drive and control systems for continuous processing
industries. Visit our web site at www.Circonix.com. Media Contact: Michael Murphy, Michael.Murphy@circonix.com, (937) 885-4750.

